Learn English with TED Talks

INTERMEDIATE
THEME

COMMUNICATION

GRAMMAR

SPEAKING

KEY VOCABULARY

Technology
screens
Lifestyle
electronic device addiction

Reformulation

Quantifiers

Schwa /ə/

device, meaningful, personal,
rule, screen, temptation

Nature
human connections
Environment
global warming

Personification

Infinitives

Weak Forms of to

continuation, iceberg,
interconnected, melt,
personality, snowflake

Art
book illustrations
Milestones
personal journeys

Anecdotes

The Simple Past

-ed Endings

illustrate, inspire, passion,
publish, style, support

Personality
factors for success

Reading Body
Language

Talking about Past Habits

The Letter c

application, drop out, factor,
gratification, marshmallow,
self-discipline

Interpersonal Abilities
lying
Science
emotion technology

Different Meanings
of Words

Present Perfect Simple and
Continuous

List Intonation

detect, development, excuse,
hidden, honest, liar

Education
high quality schooling

Numbers

Zero Conditional

Intonation in Conditional
Sentences

achievement, aid, approach,
attend, investment, program,
struggle, tackle

Community
engaging with people

Retelling Stories

Modals for Speculation about
the Present

The Contraction ‘ll

bond, interaction, interruption,
notice, stranger, trust

Rana el Kaliouby

Feelings

Asking Questions

Comparatives and Superlatives

Intonation in Questions

This app knows how you
feel—from the look on your
face
Robert Waldinger

Technology
emotion apps

algorithim, characteristics,
device, emotion, expression,
recognize

Relationships
factors for success
Health
happiness

Imagery and
Metaphors

The Passive Voice

Weak Form of can and
Missing /t/ in can’t

achieve, be satisfied, count
on, invest, mood, relationship,
study, track

Goals
time management

Hyperbole, Irony,
and Metaphors

Relative Clauses

Patterns in Relative Clauses

all-nighter, deadline,
distraction, instant gratification,
procrastination, short-term

Adam Alter
Why our screens make us
less happy
Camille Seaman
Haunting photos of polar ice

Jarrett J. Krosoczka
How a boy became an artist

Joachim de Posada
Don’t eat the marshmallow!
Kang Lee
Can you really tell if a kid is
lying?
Karim Abouelnaga
A summer school kids
actually want to attend
Kio Stark
Why you should talk to
strangers

What makes a good life?
Lessons from the longest
study on happiness
Tim Urban
Inside the mind of a master
procrastinator

Balancing Stress

